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Abstract: We are all aware of the huge destruction of deaths occurring in India because of corona virus. The second wave of India, 

witnessing more human loss compare to the first wave .here we have analyzed the situation in detail and has got some facts, which are 

the main causes of second wave in India and rise of no positive cases and more number of deaths. In this we have believed that the 

more gatherings which could be because of various reasons like could be elections, religious mela and people living carelessly wearing 

no mask in the months of January, February are the reason for rise of corona virus. 
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Procedure 

 

Here are some facts collected which proves, which are the 

reasons for the rise of number of positive cases in India and 

more number of deaths 

 

Step 1: 

Observation 1; 

Dehradun news 

 

9.1 million thronged Mahakumbh despite Covid-19 

surge: Govt data 

The Kumbh Mela Force, a government body, said 9.1 

million pilgrims took the holy dip in the Ganga from 

January 14 to April 27. 

By Sandeep Rawat, Dehradun  

PUBLISHED ON APR 30, 2021 02:20 AM IST  

 

The above is an official article published in the newspaper 

which made me to draw an inference, a reason for more 

number of positive cases and more number of deaths in 

India 

 

My observation from the above evidence force me to draw a 

conclusion that a virus, which is still obligate intracellular in 

nature, we have given more chance for the virus to find its 

host easily. 

 

The 9.1 million people gathered for what so ever reason 

given much more chances for the virus to enter in to a host. 

 

Step 2: 

Observation 2: 

 

India Population  

1,391,439,052 

India Population (1950 - 2020) 

 

The population of India also one of the main reason for rise 

of more number of corona virus, as India is having more that 

100 crore population where the average population living a 

particular area is huge, large in number which is very 

difficult to maintain social, physical distance. We have all 

forgot that where ever the habitat there only the organisms 

love to live, so for the corona virus, as it an obligate 

intracellular parasite it loves to find its host so as India is 

one the world’s largest population obviously it is one of the 

reason for the more number of positive cases. 

 

Step 3: 

Observation: 

 

 
 

The above picture was collected form an newspaper which 

shows that people are involved in the election rallies with 

the masks .but still election rallies, meetings definitely 

involves large crowds ,gatherings which will make the life 

of the virus so easy, it finds its host very easily.’ 

 

The most another important aspect of the above picture 

signifies and I want to tell through my research paper to the 

whole world and India that undoubtedly wearing mask 

protects you from the deadliest virus, but it is equally 

important how are you wearing it, that means is it covering 

your nose or mouth, if it is not covering your nose which is 

considered as the gate way for the virus to enter in to the 

host, you are the source for the virus. 
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Conclusion 
 

The above steps, observations taken in to consideration I 

confirm, conclude my observation report, results is that 

definitely it is human mistakes, errors what we have, Indian 

people have done which could be like not maintaining 

physical distance, attending large gatherings which could be 

like elections,mela,all kinds of religious gatherings of all 

religions and also not wearing mask properly to the nose are 

the possible reasons for the rise of more number of positive 

cases, second wave in India and more number of deaths. 

 

I also conclude that the lack of oxygen is the reason of 

deaths; I clearly specify that death due to corona virus is 

different statement and death of a patient due to shortage of 

oxygen is a different statement. Proving enough oxygen 

definitely the patient survival chances will be more. 
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